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Quickly Create a Professional Resume
in Less than 10 Minutes
The Resume Builder allows for anyone regardless of skill level to create
professional, dynamic resumes and cover letters in minutes. There are no
hard to use templates and no complicated programs to learn and install.
You will be guided through a simple step by step process, with our easy to
use resume wizard. Your Professional Resume combined with your new
Cover Letter Program will have you interviewing for your dream job in no
time. Here is a Sample Resume. We literally write it for you!

Professional Results
Create a professional, edited and formatted resume in less than 10
minutes. Easy to edit and update. Quickly make changes and add or
delete information.

Click Here to Get
Started Now!

Free Resume Hosting
In addition to an already incredible value we now provide you with your
own hosted resume web page.
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Over 40 New Templates
Create an innovative resume that suits your individual personality with the
simple click of a button.

Recruiter Area

Login Register

 Join our team of Recruiters & Hiring Managers across the

nation
 Become a member and search our database of resumes

Employers Welcome
Recruiters & Hiring Managers search our huge database of resumes for
qualified employees.

Tips and Tricks of Great Resumes
Which Resume Type Works Best For You?
Most people do not realize that a job application starts the instant they submit a resume. This is more than just pieces of paper. It is
actually a marketing instrument that allows one to sell himself to the company and point out his worth through his credentials.This
plays an important role in three different aspects of ones career. (1) To be hired in a desired job position (2) To achieve promotion (3)
To request for salary increase.
There are three kinds of resumes: Chronological, Functional and Combination, or Targeted. Different types also suit different
individual work history. And since this also acts as a marketing speech of a candidate in search for a job, it is important that an
individual knows which type is most effective in enhancing his personal and work credentials.
For example, a Chronological resume works best for candidates with an impressive work history connected to the target job. It is also
perfect for candidates who have had a series of job positions under one same umbrella or industry, and with this they prefer to
engage themselves in a career that belongs in the same field. The reason why this type is most effective for these individuals is
because this type of resume presents information specifically work history in a time-line manner. Usually, the most recent or current
work experience and educational background is the number one among the list, followed by the next most recent and the latter. Such
approach highlights series of work history thus making a good impression on the employer. Employers usually want this type since it
provides easy access on what jobs an individual have held and the particular order and time this individual has worked at them.
A functional resume on the other hand focuses on an individuals skills rather than the work history. Using this particular type can be
useful under conditions that are not so good but definitely common among many candidates. This type works best for individuals who
have been changing careers or would want to hide gaps of employment. The format displays the individuals list of skills on the upper
most part of the resume instead following a chronological order or dates. This format also highlights and focuses on the candidate's
significant and impressive skills rather than going through the work experiences. Through such format, one can say that this works
best if an individual has jumped from one company to another or have long gaps in their employment career even to candidates
without useful work experience. This type can be very convenient to such candidates. But since some employers can be traditional,
the format of functional resume can be harder to interpret compared to the chronological resume.
It is possible that a candidate appreciates the approach of both Chronological and Functional types. If a candidate feels that both
approaches can effectively help him sell himself then he can apply both formats. A Combination or a Targeted Resumes main
purpose is to put emphasis on a desired specific job brought about by either a set of skills or work experiences directly related to the
position desired. A candidate may consider this type of resume if he is encountering the same scenarios as follows: (1) He has both
the necessary skills and work experience related to the position desired and would want to put emphasis on both skills and work
experience. (2) He has the skills related to job desired. He has work experiences but these work experiences have no direct and
relevant connection in the specific area he is applying for. (3) He is applying for another position within the same company where he
is currently working. Combination or Targeted ones are those that lists down first the series of skills and experiences related to the
job position desired before discussing the employment history. Through such approach, a candidate can give emphasis on his
impressive skills and work experiences that are most related and relevant to the specific job position. Employers then can have a
clear understanding of the candidate's solid strengths, interests and relevance to the position being desired by the candidate.
With the help and the use of these different types of resumes many prospective job candidates are surely guided in effective ways
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With the help and the use of these different types of resumes, many prospective job candidates are surely guided in effective ways
on how they can best sell themselves and ace any job application.Remember though that you also need to prepare for the interview
so start it right by writing a good resume. It gives you a good foundation for your job application. And best of all, it represents that thin
line between an employer calling you for an interview and overlooking your qualifications and experience.

The Importance of a Great Cover Letter
By Maria E. Hebda

You've seen a want ad for a job that seems to be the perfect fit for you. You really want to impress the employer, so you set out to
write a cover letter that really sizzles. But, somehow, you can't seem to find the right words. You're not certain where the line can be
drawn between recognizing your accomplishments and bragging. In short, you're stumped. It is important to realize that there is an art
to writing an effective cover letter. However, you don't need to be born with this particular artistic skill. It can be developed in a
relatively short period of time. Still, you might be wondering just how important it is to write a great cover letter. The fact is, without a
stellar cover letter, chances are you will not be able to land an interview. While a resume is certainly important, it doesn't tell the full
story. That's why you need an effective cover letter. It introduces you to the employer, outlines why you're the best candidate for the
job, and encourages the employer to find out more about you. Obviously, without an interview, you can't hope to get the job.
Therefore, you'll need a first-rate cover letter to display your qualifications to their best advantage. And, once you've crafted a cover
letter you like, chances are you'll want to show it off to more than one employer. So invest some time in a cover letter. It's likely to pay
off handsomely in helping you to secure future earnings. more...
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